This article analyzes the primary terms for purity in Biblical Hebrew, Ugaritic, Sumerian, Akkadian and Hittite. Building on insights from cognitive linguistics and embodiment theory, this study develops the premise that semantic structure -even of seemingly abstract concepts-is grounded in real-world bodily experience. An examination of purity terms reveals that all of them can be related to a concrete sense pertaining to radiance (brilliance, brightness, shininess). The article traces the semantic development of purity terms in distinct experiential contexts and shows how semantic analysis can elucidate the inner logic of fundamental religious concepts.
Taking consideration of the communicative context of language, one might state that the exchange of linguistic meanings by communicating parties is dependent on their shared world knowledge.
In her book Meaning and Experience, Patrizia Violi offers a systematic program for relating lexical semantics to experience. The scope of this approach is represented in the following statement:
One could say that all language taken as a whole is a complex deictic instrument. Deixis, as a function of reference to an extralinguistic context, is generally considered to be limited to a small, circumscribed number of linguistic elements, typically first-and second-person pronouns and spatial-temporal indicators like here and now. However, these deictics are just the visible part of an invisible iceberg -all language is intrinsically indexical, referring to the extralinguistic dimension of our experience. 6 In contrast with analytic philosophical approaches to semantics, this view argues that linguistic expressions do not correspond to objective states of the world but rather to human experience in all its subjectivity, filtered through the prism of culturally determined social realities and the individual's psychological states. For this reason, lexical meaning contains an affective element.
Violi writes, "Lexical meaning can be seen as the site where salient points of experience are manifested, and, because of their importance, are expressed in language. In this respect, lexicalization is never arbitrary, but is motivated by the saliency of certain experiences compared to others." 7 It is due to this fundamental substrate of experience which underlies language that we can expect similar semantic structures in genetically unrelated languages. In this paper, we will examine the terms for purity in Biblical Hebrew (BH), Akkadian, Hittite, Sumerian and Ugaritic (with emphasis on the first three). More precisely, we will address a striking phenomenon: The primary terms for purity in all of these languages are etymologically related to radiance. 8 As we shall see, the strikingly high degree of parallelism in the patterns of semantic development between these languages reveals commonalities in the modes of conceptualizing these notions, reflecting their shared grounding in human experience. Despite the fact that purity is an ostensibly metaphysical (i.e. not directly perceptible) force or quality and hence might be thought to be privy to a particular culture's idiosyncratic "religious" imagination, this commonality shows, on the contrary, that the conceptual processes by which these cultures made sense of their experience were highly similar.
Surveying the Evidence: The Concrete Origins of Purity Terminology
Starting with BH, the primary term for purity in the Hebrew Bible is ‫.טהר‬ Taking a synchronic approach to the lexical data for BH, the vast majority of the occurrences of the adjective ‫טהר‬ appear in cultic contexts serving as an antonym to ‫טמא‬ ("defiled"). In these contexts, purity is not a state that can be transmitted, it is simply the absence of impurity. Hence, the term takes its 8 I have not included terms for washing, such as Sum. luḫ or Akk. mesû (see CAD M/2 29-33). While similar to the terms surveyed here in many respects, they do not exhibit the same semantic range, especially as designations for a state of cultic purity/ eligibility for cultic use. Likewise, I have excluded derivatives of Heb. ‫,נק"י‬ which are employed almost exclusively in relation to innocence from moral and legal culpability, though the expression ‫נקיון‬ ‫כפי‬ ("cleanness of hands") hints at an original concrete usage related to washing (e.g. Ps 73:13).
semantic value in opposition to "impure." At first glance, this point appears to validate the structuralist view of semantics presented above.
However, from an etymological standpoint, it is clear that the original sense of this term is related to radiance. This derivation can be demonstrated through comparison with its Ugaritic cognate ṭhr. Ugaritic ṭhr is used exclusively to describe the lustrousness of lapis lazuli (ỉqnủ, spr) and is semantically equivalent to ỉb, cognate to Akkadian ebbu (for this term, see below). 9 For example, in the Baal epic, the future palace of Baal is described in the following terms:
wbn.bht.ksp wḫrṣ/bht.ṭhrm ỉqnỉm
And build the house with silver and gold, the house with lustrous lapis lazuli (stones).
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In the letter KTU 2 1.24, we find this root with the variant ẓ: "And I shall give her father a dowry of a thousand (shekels) of silver and ten thousand (shekels) of gold. I shall send lustrous lapis lazuli (stones) (ẓhrm˹ỉ˺qn˹ỉ˺m)." 11 As we shall see below, these references to "lustrous lapis lazuli" are paralleled by the usage of Akkadian ellu in descriptions of divine thrones and royal building projects.
This original concrete sense of the Ugaritic root ṭhr is attested also for its Hebrew cognate ‫.טהר‬ Particularly striking is the usage of this root to describe the revelation of the divine throne in Ex 24:10:
‫הספיר‬ ‫לבנת‬ ‫כמעשה‬ ‫רגליו‬ ‫ותחת‬ ‫ישראל‬ ‫אלהי‬ ‫את‬ ‫ויראו‬ ‫השמים‬ ‫וכעצם‬ ‫ר‬ ‫ֹהַ‬ ‫ט‬ ‫לָ‬ They saw the God of Israel and beneath his feet was like a brick-work of lapis lazuli and like the very heavens in its brilliance.
As rightly emphasized by Ford, the expression ‫ר‬ ‫ֹהַ‬ ‫ט‬ ‫לָ‬ serves simultaneously to characterize both the radiance of the blue sky and that of the lapis lazuli brick-work. Not only does this usage appear in a comparable sense and context to the Akkadian and Ugaritic expressions mentioned above, but it shares their underlying perspective whereby earthly materials are associated with divine attributes due to their radiant qualities (see below).
Furthermore, it seems clear that BH ‫טה"ר‬ is etymologically related to ‫.זה"ר‬ For example, the divine throne in Ezek 8:2 is described as ‫החשמלה‬ ‫כעין‬ ‫ר‬ ‫ֹהַ‬ ‫ז‬ ‫כמראה‬ ("with a radiant appearance, like amber"). 12 The term ‫ר‬ ‫ֹהַ‬ ‫ז‬ appears also in Dan 12:3: ‫הרקיע‬ ‫כזהר‬ ‫יזהרו‬ ‫:והמשכלים‬ "and the knowledgeable will glow like the radiance of the sky," in which the expression ‫הרקיע‬ ‫זהר‬ parallels ‫לטהר‬ ‫השמים‬ ‫כעצם‬ in Ex 24:10. These roots are also related to ‫,צה"ר‬ whose most unambiguous use is the term for mid-day ‫,צהרים‬ 13 which parallels ‫טיהרא‬ in Jewish Aramaic.
14 Though the phonetic interchange between ṭ, z, and ṣ is relatively rare, it finds corroboration both intra-linguistically and inter-linguistically, 15 and the fact that the derivatives of each root refer to the radiance of the sky leaves little doubt that they are cognates.
Whereas the cultic usages of ‫טהר‬ would give the impression that this term has no meaning whatsoever except in relation to ‫,טמא‬ its use to describe the "lustrous" quality of lapis lazuli and the sky offers a more positive profile for this term. Moreover, the connection between a concrete phenomenon and the divine attributes associated with it provides a plausible account for how this term could take on a more metaphysical sense in serving as an antonym to ‫.טמא‬ This process of semantic development reveals a transition from an original concrete sense to a more lexicalized formulaic usage. In the latter phase, ‫טהר‬ has become a value which is determined in counter-distinction to its opposite, ‫.טמא‬ This last observation, taken by itself, is consistent with the emphasis in structuralist linguistics on the role of the semantic system in 13 E.g. Aside from the fact that this passage uses ‫ברר‬ together with ‫,טהר‬ it is noteworthy that ‫ברה‬ ("lucid") appears here in apposition to the expression "making the eyes light up" ( ‫עינים‬ ‫מאירת‬  ) . This parallelism hints at the relationship between both ‫טהר‬ and ‫ברר‬ and radiance. Furthermore, as we shall see, it is not coincidental that the passage continues with the imagery of fine gold, itself distinctive by its radiant appearance.
Turning to Mesopotamia, the terminological overlap between purity and radiance is attested also in Sumerian and Akkadian. The widely-attested term kug/kù, generally glossed "pure" or "holy" in cultic contexts, originally designated the quality of shininess, serving also as a substantive designating "(the) shiny"> "metal." 21 Indeed, it serves as the etymological basis for the logogram for gold (kug-sig17 = "yellow metal") and silver (kug-babbar= "white metal"). 22 The expression "bright lapis lazuli" cited above in Ugaritic and BH appears already as a common formula in Sumerian literature (kug-za-gìn). 23 A similar account can be made for another common term for "pure," dadag. This term is written by doubling the UD sign ("day"/ "sun"), which can also be read as the verb zalag ("to shine"). Once again, it is the concrete phenomenon of radiance which lies at the roots of the Sumerian terms for "purity" and "holiness."
The key Akkadian terms for purity are the adjectives ellu and ebbu and cognate verbs elēlu and ebēbu. so it is not easy to determine the underlying semantic distinction between them. These terms and their Sumerian equivalents appear as a fixed hendiadys in incantations already in this period, showing that they were taken to be essentially synonymous, at least in ritual contexts.
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Furthermore, lexical lists and bilinguals often blur any distinction, consistently placing both terms as possible translations for kug, sikil and dadag. Nevertheless, one notes a general tendency to correlate kug and sikil with ellu, and dadag with ebbu. 25 In the following discussion, each term will be treated separately, though any semantic distinctions must be treated with caution.
Beginning with ellu, this term is somewhat misleadingly glossed by CAD as follows:
ellu: 1. "clean, pure," 2. "holy, sacred," 3. "free, noble." precious stones, especially lapis lazuli. In these contexts, it would seem to provide a generic expression for "high quality," rather than a precise indication of purity or authenticity. 27 It also appears in reference to light and the radiant face of the god Aššur.
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In addition, numerous texts (already in OB) use ellu to designate the radiance of the sky.
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Paralleling the description of the divine throne in Ex 24:10, numerous building inscriptions attribute a similar radiance to lapis lazuli or blue-glazed bricks employed in royal projects. An inscription of Marduk-apla-iddina II (late 8 th cent. B.C.E.) emphasizes the brightness of the blueglazed bricks with which the Eanna temple was restored:
He raised its top with shining bricks and made (it) as bright as sunlight.
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These sources demonstrate that ellu is semantically parallel to BH ‫טהר‬ and its cognates discussed above. The implicit association between radiance and divinity will be discussed further below. 27 See the incisive discussion in Ford, "Ugaritic Letter RS 18.038," 316-17, n. 144. A further point of correspondence between ellu and ‫טהר‬ can be found in reference to fresh
oil. ellu appears repeatedly in reference to high quality sesame and olive oils, apparently those derived from ripe fruit. These high quality oils were distinguishable by their bright golden color, further demonstrating the use of ellu to designate radiance. 31 Strikingly, this usage parallels the BH expression ‫,יצהר‬ in which the high quality of the oil is described in terms of its glowing appearance.
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The other major term used to designate cultic purity is ebbu. Like ellu, its concrete usage is related to radiance, designating the "shininess" or "brightness" of various substances. It is glossed in CAD as follows: 33 CAD E 1.
34 CAD E 2.
A final Akkadian term related to the domain of purity is zakû, which is found in ritual but generally not cultic contexts. 36 CAD glosses this term as follows:
1. "clear," 2. "clean, cleansed, in good order," 3. "plain," 4. "refined, pure," 5. "free of claims,"
37
The primary sense "clear" is validated by a survey of the concrete contexts in which this term is cited. In particular, we find zakû employed to describe "clear" as opposed to "polluted"/ "cloudy"
(dalḫu) liquids, particularly water and beer. In an OA letter from Kaneš, we find a particularly revealing attestation in reference to lapis lazuli:
Regarding the lapis lazuli of Aššur-bēl-awātim, inspect the lapis lazuli. If it is pure (zakû)
and there is no white or discoloring, then pay its full price.
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It is attested in OA and OB documents to describe "refined" copper, tin and amūtum, 39 as well as in the Amarna letters in reference to gold and silver. 40 These usages of zakû stress that the materials are free of adulterating elements; hence, they are of uniform composition. In an extended legal usage, it is also employed to describe objects and persons "free" of claims. Along these lines, the This range of meanings is very closely paralleled by cognates in BH and Aramaic. The BH adjectival form ‫זך‬ is employed to describe "pure olive oil" ‫זך(‬ ‫זית‬ ‫;שמן‬ Ex 27:20) and "pure frankincense" ‫זכה(‬ ‫;לבנה‬ Lev 24:7). However, it appears more frequently in legal / moral contexts to designate innocence or "purity from guilt." 42 Notably, this root was not employed in reference to cultic purity, similar to the extreme rarity of this usage in Akkadian.
Turning to Hittite, the stem parkui-serves as the base for the most frequently attested terms pertaining to purity. 43 The evidence for this stem indicates a semantic structure similar to that of When applied to other concrete referents, the usage of parkui-is more closely related to the semantic field of purity. For example, it is employed in reference to silver, gold, wool and even porridge to express that these substances are unadulterated, that is, free of extraneous elements. It is also used to designate cleanness, usually with the causative verbal form parkunu-"to make clean," which is employed to describe laundering of clothing and persons. 47 Nevertheless, even some ritual and cultic references to parkui-attest to its concrete usage. For example, Ammiḫatna's Ritual concludes with the following declaration: "Just like silver, may you be pure (parkuiš) before 44 Another related term is šuppi-, which can be rendered "pure" or "sacred," depending on the context. I have not included this term since a concrete usage in Hittite is difficult to establish (for discussion, see Wilhelm, "Reinheit,"
203-5; Hutter, "Concepts of Purity," 164-66). Nevertheless, a likely etymology relates it to Sanskrit śubhrá (HEG 14: 1192): "radiant, pure," fitting well with the findings of the present study. For the semantic similarities with Akk.
ellu, see n. 89 below. elements, yet surprisingly this term was not adopted as a primary designation for cultic purity (see below) . 50 The following sections will attempt to explain these unexpected findings.
The Move Towards Abstraction: From Radiance to Purity
The previous discussion has traced the primary terms for purity back to an original concrete sense pertaining to radiance. Before examining the semantic transition from radiance to purity in more detail, it is important to recognize that nearly all of these terms are employed in several abstract (i.e. non-material) usages in literary genres pertaining to legal, cultic and ritual social contexts. Interestingly, there is a remarkable degree of cross-linguistic correspondence in the adaptation of each of the purity terms to these experiential domains. In particular, it is possible to define three distinct characterizations of purity as functions of sociolinguistic context as follows: I will now briefly examine these different contexts and the use of purity terminology as determined by them.
Sociolinguistic
The first context where purity (and pollution) terminology regularly appears is in the ordeal -a test of guilt involving divine intervention. Then you (pl.) shall drink from the rhyton of the will of god. If you are pure, it is your protective deity. But if you are defiled, you shall perish together with your wives and children (IV, 52-5).
In these contexts, the terminology of purity and impurity designates the innocence or guilt of the accused party. 53 Although from an analytical perspective we may be tempted to view this usage as 'metaphorical,' it is clear that these sources -no less than the cultic and ritual ones cited belowconceptualize this guilt as a metaphysical force, an unseen reality that will surface by means of the ordeal.
A similar use of ebēbu can be found in the Laws of Hammurabi §2 in the case of a river ordeal for a person accused of witchcraft:
šumma awīlam šuāti nāru ( d ÍD) ūtebbibaššūma ištalmam ša elišu kišpī iddû iddâk
If the River clears that man and he survives, the man who accused him of witchcraft shall be killed.
Note also that the Laws of Ur-Namma § §13-4 use Sumerian dadag to denote "clearing" of guilt through a river ordeal. 55 More generally, both elēlu and ebēbu were employed already in OB sources to describe the status of people and real estate in the sense "free of (legal) claims."
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A parallel usage appears in the Hebrew Bible in the drinking ordeal for the suspected adulteress, the soṭah (Num 5:11-31). In this rite, the soṭah is forced to drink a potion containing from your husband put his laying inside you, 58 these cursing waters will enter your abdomen, causing your belly to swell and your hip to fall.' And the woman shall answer, 'Amen, amen.'
The references to pollution in this rite do not involve ritual impurity, but rather the culpability of committing a sexual misdeed. 59 As we will see below, this distinction is necessary and significant. Maqlû incantation series in reference to purification from the dangerous influence of curses, witchcraft and transgressions.
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The depiction of pollution as it is found in the Hebrew Bible lacks the threatening quality of Hittite papratar. Indeed, the priestly instructions seem to relegate all forms of pollution to the status of cultic impurity, innocuous as long as it is distanced from the sacred precinct. However, I
have shown elsewhere that several types of severe impurity-specifically leprosy, gonorrhea and corpses -seem to have been originally the source of intense fear of contagion. This view can account for: 1) David's curse in 2 Sam 2:29 which explicitly portrays leprosy and gonorrhea as divine punishments (cf. Lev 13-15); 2) the requirement to banish these forms of defilement from the camp/ city; and 3) the more elaborate ritual process -involving expiatory offerings -needed to remove the pollution. 63 These types of pollution which were originally associated with the perceived danger of infectious disease can be compared to the role of papratar in ritual contexts, since they involve a threatening force which must be removed by the requisite ritual.
The usage of pollution terminology in ritual contexts which imply a metaphysical danger is similar to that found in the ordeals mentioned above, where being impure designates culpability before the gods, entailing divine punishment. This similarity has led some scholars to assume that ordeals are referring to the same type of pollution as that found in ritual contexts. Closer examination, however, reveals that the sense of pollution in these distinct contexts should be distinguished.
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The potential for confusion is apparent in discussions of the biblical soṭah ritual (Num 5), mentioned above. In the ritual instructions of Lev 12 and 15, it is clear that the person experiencing genital discharges defiles his/ her partner. On this basis, some scholars have understood Num 5 as implying that the adulterous wife is defiled ‫)נטמאה(‬ by her liaison's seed (vv. 13-14) . Ellen van Wolde formulates this view explicitly:
The trajectory followed is that of a man who is not her husband, who inserted his penis into her and discharged his seed. Only the effect of his path on her state is regarded as defiling.
However, more attention is paid to the consequence of her impure vagina for her husband.
When he has sex with her, he will be contaminated by her impurity.
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This understanding stems from the assumption that the sense of ‫טמא‬ here is essentially the same as that found in Lev 12 and 15. However, it is clear that the verb takes on a different nuance in light of the legal context. Namely, "defilement" in this context refers to guilt, which stems from the woman's moral responsibility towards her husband. If a pig or a dog ever touches the wood or clay utensils that you (pl.) have, but the 'pot-bearer' does not throw them away, and he gives to the gods to eat from defiled (vessels), the gods will give that one excrement and urine to eat and drink. after purifying from these impurities may the priest partake in the offerings. Like the Hittite instructions, these rules governing the necessary purity for the cult are based on an intuitive sense of cleanness which serves as the required etiquette for persons and offerings before they can approach the divine precinct. 71 In these contexts, parkui-and ‫טהר‬ refer to freedom from defilement and eligibility to participate in the divine sphere, mediated by the cult. Similar usages are attested for ellu and ebbu, 72 but zakû is only rarely used as a term for cultic purity. 73 The latter appears occasionally in the sense of "pure" in ritual contexts (e.g. antiwitchcraft incantations -though even these tend to evoke legal connotations), 74 but it is generally not employed to designate personnel or objects designated for sacred use. An explanation for the distinction between zakû and the other terms will be suggested below.
Remarkably, a comparison of the usage of terms for pure and impure in these three nonmaterial domains reveals a striking cross-linguistic correspondence. In each of these three domains, purity terminology is used to describe an entity that is free of "pollution," whereby the sense of pollution varies according to context. In legal, ritual and cultic domains, pollution can refer to culpability, metaphysical threats or sacrificial defilement, respectively. Despite the ubiquity of this semantic transition, one is at an initial loss to explain the associative connection between the various experiential images linked to radiance (brightness, shininess, clarity) and the senses related to innocence and purity found in legal, ritual and cultic domains. How do we explain this ubiquitous transition? And why is purity terminology not based on the imagery of mundane cleaning, as we might have expected, especially in light of the role of washing and sprinkling in purification rituals? 
Situating the Semantic Transition
In order to address these questions, we make take advantage of two contributions of embodiment theory presented above: 1) the role of experiential context and 2) the influence of subjective factors such as culture-specific notions and affective response in determining lexical meaning. Beginning with experiential context, a first step is to recognize that while the terms surveyed designate radiance in the material domain, their application to the legal, ritual and cultic domains involve a negative sense of being "free of guilt/ claims/ pollution." Such a transition between radiance and being free of a negative quality or element can be situated in a well-defined context of extra-linguistic experience, namely that of metallurgy. 75 In the domain of metals, one finds a clear correlation between the brightness or shininess of the substance and its degree of purity. Moreover, the degree of purity was an important -if not the important -determinant of the quality and hence commercial value of these substances. In the case of gold, for instance, the value of gold was a function of its purity, which was assessed (in many cases, at least) by its radiant hue. 76 Aside from its appearance, pure gold is desirable also for its higher ductility. it has cleansed him of dirt, like silver of best quality ……, he will be entrusted again into the propitious hands of his god.
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Here the image of polishing silver is used to describe the prison's effect of rehabilitating a criminal, enabling reconciliation with his god by exposing his pure inner qualities. The associations underlying this simile corroborate the hypothesis that the transition between radiance and purity is best situated in the context of metallurgy.
This conclusion finds further support in the lexical evidence for BH ‫.ברר‬ As noted above, the concrete sense for this root is "bright" or "clear." The relationship between this sense and purity is readily apparent in the Book of Daniel's use of metallurgical terminology to describe the fate of the wicked (12:10): "Many will be purified, purged and refined" ‫רבים(‬ ‫ויצרפו‬ ‫ויתלבנו‬ ‫.)יתבררו‬ This verse employs three distinct roots ‫,בר"ר‬ ‫לב"ן‬ and ‫צר"ף‬ which designate the process of separating the dross from refined metals. On this background, it is not surprising to find ‫בר"ר‬ in the sense "to separate," as in Ezek 20:38: "I will remove from you ‫י(‬ ִ ‫רֹות‬ ‫)ּובָ‬ those who rebel and transgress against me." In this light, we can also explain derivatives related to purity, such as the nominal form ‫ֹר‬ ‫ב‬ in Ps 18:25 "May the LORD repay according to my righteousness, like the cleanness of my hands ‫ידי(‬ ‫)כבר‬ before his eyes" and the adjectival form ‫ר‬ ‫בַ‬ in expressions like "pure of heart" ‫לבב(‬ ‫;בר‬ Ps 24:4). 80 The metallurgic context is supported also by the widespread use of purity terms in designations for metals (Ug. brr; Sum. kug; Hittite parkui-).
Though less widely attested, these observations can also be applied to other concrete usages of purity terms-to describe the radiance of precious stones, the bright white appearance of processed wool and the clarity of liquids such as oil, water and beer. Here we find a vivid example of the explanatory potential of embodiment theory. By recognizing the primary concrete contexts in which these terms were applied, one comes to appreciate that in all of these cases we find a common situation whereby the high status of the commodity (its affective and economic value) was determined by its degree of purity, that is its refined uncorrupted state. It is this latter aspect which was then transferred to the legal, ritual and cultic spheres.
But this is only part of the story. In order to appreciate the relationship between radiance and purity, one must recognize the affective power of radiant substances (metals, precious stones and even fresh oil) in these cultures. In particular, one must recognize that throughout the ancient world these shining materials were taken as revealing an otherworldly, or "numinous", aspect.
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Comparing the Mesopotamian evidence with Vedic literature, Irene Winter suggests that radiance was taken as an external expression of an inner divine force: "[R]adiant light was a positively 80 The nouns ‫ֹר‬ ‫ב‬ (Job 9:30) and ‫ית‬ ִ ‫ֹר‬ ‫,ב‬ (Jer 2:22; Mal 3:2) seem to be alternative designations for lye, used in washing and laundering. An exceptional case is ‫ֹר‬ ‫ב‬ ‫כַ‬ in Isa 1:25 which tantalizingly appears in a metallurgic context. Since lye was not generally used in refining metals, one wonders if the term may designate a different substance here. However, it is also possible that the text should be emended to ‫בַ‬ ֹ ‫כ‬ ‫ר‬ ("in the furnace"), as assumed by many commentators.
affective visual attribute -one of the primary means by which the sacred was made manifest."
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Regarding the Vedic sources, Gonda observes that "gold is a form, manifestation or 'symbol' (rūpa) of the gods," whose possessions are made of gold. 83 In ancient Egypt, gold was employed in cult statues and designated "the flesh of the gods." 84 In Mesopotamian mythological and ritual texts, we find descriptions of the heavenly dwellings of the gods as made of gold and precious stones, and some texts even deify precious metals. 85 In Hurrian mythology, silver was very explicitly deified. 86 In short, one cannot fully appreciate the relationship between radiance, purity and holiness without understanding the awe evoked by these lustrous substances in the ancient world.
Such an attitude is particularly evident in the ancient building accounts which stress the lustrous characteristics of the materials, especially gold, silver and lapis lazuli. A similar power 82 "Radiance as an Aesthetic Value in the Art of Mesopotamia (with Some Indian Parallels)," in Art: The Integral was attributed to fine oil, particularly due to the fact that its glowing quality could be transferred to the skin through anointment. Although this point cannot be elaborated upon in the present context, the relationship between oil and radiance can explain the use of anointment as a rite of purification and sanctification of people and objects as well as its role in rites of passage for emancipated slaves, brides and kings. 87 This point is expressed vividly in a prophetic message to Zimri Lim, king of Mari, which relates anointment to the transfer of divine radiance: "I anointed you with the oil of my luminosity, nobody will offer resist[ance] to you" (šamnam ša namrīrūtīya apšuškāma mamman ana pānīka ul izz [iz] ). 88 The numinous quality attributed to luminous substances can explain their centrality in ritual and especially cultic contexts.
The following diagram represents the semantic transitions described above, using the Akkadian purity terminology as an example: The diagram above depicts the semantic development of Akkadian terms for purity. The rectangular frames represent experiential domains, both material and non-material (legal, ritual and cultic). The circles represent particular terms, which in the material domain correspond to experiential images pertaining to radiance (ellu), lustrousness (ebbu) or clarity (zakû).
Using this diagram, we can return to the questions raised before. Here we see how the terminology for radiance in the material domain served as a resource for describing more abstract situations of being "pure" in the legal, ritual and cultic domains. As noted, the dominant image is not cleanness, but rather radiance and the state of purity implied. This distinction can explain why zakû could serve as a term for being "clear" of legal responsibility, but it did not serve as a productive image for the cultic domain. The imagery of radiance (ellu) and lustrousness (ebbu), perceived as manifestations of a numinous quality, was much more appropriate for cultic purity, which involves the possibility of interacting with the world of the gods. 
Implications
A traditional premise in Semitic lexicography is that the abstract uses of a term can often be traced back to an original concrete sense. Ludwig Kohler expresses this assumption in the English preface to the Kohler-Baumgartner Lexicon:
[I]t may be readily understood that the theological rendering of Hebrew words and phrases received the greatest amount of attention, and were given pride of place…But the theological, and also the more far reaching religious, world of ideas grew out of the nontheological, the common, world of ideas; whatever one wished to say theologically was expressed in language drawn from the common world of ideas.
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The present investigation corroborates this basic approach while offering a more precise formulation of the implications for understanding the foundations of abstract conceptualization.
In particular, we have traced the origin of purity terminology back to its concrete origins in reference to perceptually concrete phenomena pertaining to radiance. These terms received an abstract or metaphysical sense when imported into social contexts such as ordeals, rituals and cultic sacrifice. However, in these latter contexts, we find purity terminology operating in binary opposition with terms for pollution. In effect, the distinction between concrete and metaphysical usage reflects distinct stages in the development of language: 1) the origin of concepts as rooted in experiential images, and 2) the appropriation of these basic concepts into the linguistic system, in which the value of each term is (partially) determined by others in its semantic field.
Interestingly, even in this latter phase, we find that the root images may continue to exert limitations on the polyvalent semantic potentiality of these terms when exported into non-material contexts (e.g. the use of ellu and ebbu to designate "holy," but not zakû). This inner logic (in semiotic terms: motivation) explains the parallel semantic development of these etymologically distinct terms across the ancient Near East.
Thus, even an ostensibly metaphysical concept such as purity can be traced back to its origins in a world of embodied meanings. These images provide the raw materials -the repertoire of signs -which serve as the basis for linguistic codes, which in turn provide the substance for cultural discourse and practice. 91 The invisible hand guiding this process of cultural cognitive development is the necessity to establish a collectively recognizable currency for the articulation of religious intuitions, based in its initial stages upon mutually-perceptible concrete symbols.
Already Durkheim offered a general sketch of this phenomenon: "Logical thought is possible only when man has managed to go beyond the fleeting representations he owes to sense experience and in the end to construct a whole world of stable ideals, the common ground of intelligences." 92 As we have seen, lexicographical excavation of ancient Near Eastern texts enables a glimpse of these codes in their making. As it turns out, the religious imagination was not a creation ex nihilo; it was shaped necessarily from the bones and sinews of embodied experience. 91 This complex topic requires fuller treatment elsewhere. See provisionally, J. Zlatev, "Embodiment, Language and
